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Executive Summary 

Last week we observed “The weekly charts show price stalled right at upper resistance in place over the past 2 years 

(on a weekly closing basis), and stalled right at upper resistance on a “daily high” basis. The weekly SPX candle sports 

a buyers “exhaustion” candle, and suggests a down week the coming week. The weekly COMPQ chart show negative 

divergence on the RSI5, price stalling at down trendline in place since December last year, and an initial A.I. sell signal. 

A close below $4900 targets $4700 on the NAZ.”  

 

This week followed up as our analyses expected, with the NAZ hitting a $4740 low on Friday and closing the week 

and month of April at $4775. Not a shabby call huh ;-) ?!? 

With this week’s additional price action at hand we continue to look for a low in the SPX2040-2030 zone. If this 

happens without overlapping SPX2081 first, it would then be in a 5-waves sequence down from the SPX2111 high, 

placing the possible bull count off the SPX1810 low made in February under additional and even more serious 

warning. 

The daily TIs continue to point down, wanting to see lower price. The NDX, however, is very oversold and we may 

experience a “tech lead” bounce first. 

Long term chart analyses using monthly candle stick patterns and a monthly buy/sell indicator, suggests a “sell in 

May scenario” and has not provided a buy signal this month either.  
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Elliot wave update 

The hourly chart of the DOW in Figure 1 shows the 2 different counts we continue to track. Last week we dropped 

the “Major 1” count, as we cannot counted 5 waves up on the DOW, and COMPQ, without violating two elliot wave 

rules: wave 3 cannot be the shortest wave and wave i and iv cannot overlap in an impulse. We’ve discussed this in 

great length in many updates and expect our readers to therefore understand this. See also here. 

 Impulse up (red intermediate i,ii; green minor 1,2; gray minute i-v, green minor 3,4; with 5 completed): 40% 

 Corrective up (red intermediate a,b, gray a,b, green a,b, orange a,b,c, with black b completed): 60% 

Remember, the market is all about possibilities and NEVER has only 1 count opperative; it always keeps its options 

open. What we can see is that price broke below the black uptrend channel in place since late-February and is now 

also below the hourly Ichimoku cloud as well the hourly EMAs, which are pointing down and did a bearish cross. All 

these items combined are a first time since mid-February: what once was support may now act as resistance. On the 

SPX that would be SPX2080ish. We also note extreme oversold levels on the hourly RSI5, not seen since the entire 

uptrend started. Such oversold levels often means price will make a lower low; setting up positive divergence. 

Figure 1. DOW 60min chart: the 2 different counts we are tracking remain valid. But bearish count slightly favored 

 

 

  

1? 

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/04/29/bull-vs-bear-battle-rages-on-which-index-is-right/
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The lower low fits with the count we are tracking: see Figure 2 of the hourly SPX. Price reversed from the green 

minor 3 zone, hitting the 1.618x extension to the T (see Table 1), and has now entered the minor 4 zone (SPX2070-

2078), which could potentially already have completed on Friday. We expect price to top in the minor 5 zone and 

make a lower low: SPX 2040-SPX2047 for a full 5 waves down. Overlap from this point on with SPX2081.19 (the wave 

1 low), will take the impulse move down off the table. 

Figure 2. SPX 60min chart: current detailed count: 3 (a,b,c) vs 5 (1,2,3,4,5) down. 

 

Please note the ideal intermediate iv target zone of SPX 2058-2028 remains (white 23.6-38.2% retracements). Price 

has now entered that zone and potentially completed 3 waves down. However, daily charts suggest further 

downside. Cont’d next page. 

 

Please also note that 5 waves down strongly suggests the “b-wave at SPX2111” scenario. 

 

Table 1: Wave length tracker 
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Market update. 

Although there are enough waves in place to potentially count the move down from SPX2111 as complete, all daily 

TIs continue to point down, wanting to see lower lows. We now have a confirmed ideal A.I. sell signal since Monday, 

and besides the RSI5, none of the other TIs are even closed to oversold. Price did find support at the lower parallel 

trend line (red, dotted), but that is not a real “prior price connecting” trend line, and as such not yet valid. The 

descending gray trend line, 38.2% retrace, lower Bollinger band, and 50d SMA all converge at the SPX2035-2040 

level, which coincides with the aforementioned wave 5 target zone. 

Figure 3. SPX daily TI chart. TIs pointing down, Price below 20d SMA, ideal A.I sell signal, SAR downtrend (not shown).   
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We’ve been showing the weekly SPX line chart for some time as it is based on closing price and thus filters out a lot 

of the noise. Last week price stalled right at the upper edge of the long term “noise zone” price has been in since 

summer 2014 (purple box); setting up negative divergence on the weekly RSI5. Using Fib-retrace levels we see the 

first meaning full (23.6%) at SPX2038, right at the price levels identified in the daily and hourly charts. Hence, we 

expect this to be an important level for price next week. Please also note the bullish SMA setup until August 2015. 

After that, the 20w and 50w have fallen, with the 20w below the 50w and 100w SMAs, whereas the 50w will cross 

the 100w this week bearishly. Hence, the intermediate term (20-50w) is bearish.  

Figure 4. SPX weekly TI line chart. TIs starting to point down, price stalled last week at upper resistance.  
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Last week we identified a weekly “buyer exhaustion candle” on the SPX (see also here), which was the correct 

interpretation. With the month of April in the books, let’s take a look at this month’s candle (orange circle): we see 

again a possible buyer exhaustion candle (upper wig longer than body) as well as a possible spinning top formation 

(After a long advance or long white candlestick, a spinning top indicates weakness among the bulls and a potential 

change or interruption in trend.). Like the weekly candle (which is red for the past week), we now need to see a red 

monthly candle: “sell in May?” to confirm the candle stick pattern. What would a red candle in May mean for the 

possible bull scenario? For that we’ll take a look at the Coppock curve (see next page) 

Figure 5. SPX monthly candle stick chart: possible buyer exhaustion candle/spinning top. 

 

  

https://investingintelligent.com/2016/04/23/spx-weekly-buyers-exhaustion-candle/
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The Coppock curve signal is very simple. Coppock used monthly data to identify buying opportunities when the 

indicator moved from negative territory to positive territory (blue vertical lines). Read more here. According to Mr. 

Coppock, that’s all the indicator is good for. Recently, analysts have started to look at when the curve starts to move 

back up from below zero levels; i.e. when it stops declining when below 0 and starts increasing as an earlier indicator 

of a new bull market. Using data since 1980 we can identify 8 such occasions, with only 1 giving a falls signal (green 

vs red vertical lines). Also note that each such change in trend (green) lead to full on buy signal (blue) a few months 

later, as such validating the earlier signal.  

Figure 6. SPX monthly candle stick chart: Coppock long term buying/bull market signals. 

 

So why is this important? Well, on the far right we see the dotted green vertical line as the Coppock curve is now 

also below zero and appears possible close to turning back up from a 2 year decline, therewith possible signaling a 

new bull market, but we need to zoom in to ascertain that observation (see next page). In essence, the Coppock 

curve can help us determining the “iii of major 1 at SPX2111” vs “major b at SPX2111” count we are tracking. 

  

http://stockcharts.com/school/doku.php?id=chart_school:technical_indicators:coppock_curve
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Zooming in we look at the 4 major indices and see that the monthly Coppock curve is below 0 on the SPX and is still 

decreasing: no long term buy signal. For the COMPQ it is not even below 0 yet and it also still decreasing: no long 

term buy signal. On the DOW the Coppock curve gave a slight buy last month, but dropped this month again; hence 

no buy signal either. The only index with a very slight buy signal is the NYA (Coppock curve went from -14.42 in 

March to -14.38 in April). Hence, 3 out of 4 indices have no Coppock buy signal.  

Figure 7. SPX, COMPQ, DOW, NYA monthly candle stick chart with Coppock curves. 

 

 

Can this all change next month? Absolutely it can. We certainly can get a buy signal on all indices next month. But 

we have no buy signal now, and that’s all we can work with. In addition, the monthly candle stick suggesting the “Sell 

in May” set up, could also mean there will not be a signal this month either; putting the bull count under further 

pressure. 
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Market breadth. 

The SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) turned strongly) negative on Friday, and still has plenty of room to 

drop: either into our ideal buy zone (<-80) or a close outside the lower bollinger band; whichever comes first. Not 

shown here, but the NDXMO is now at -60 levels and entering the buy zone; suggesting a bounce (wave 4 as shown 

in hourly charts) could be in the cards.  

The SPXSI (Summation Index of SPXMO) has just turned down, and has also plenty of room to drop before coming 

even close oversold on its daily RSI5. There’s no sell crossover (cross with EMA13) either yet. Hence, market breadth 

has plenty of room and time to drop; which would mean price as well.  

Figure 8. SPXMO negative, has still plenty of room to drop. 
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Miscellaneous 

The positive divergence on the daily VIX (Fig 9 A) is working its way, and it has now closed above its 20d SMA for two 

days in a row, which we’ve been looking for some time now. Note how price stalled right at the lower blue trendline, 

in place since August 2015. It now needs to close above this line to gain further upside. The weekly VIX line chart (Fig 

9B) shows how VIX found support at long term trendlines, and the red vertical lines show that has lead to declines 

over the coming days, weeks as we are experiencing now.  

Figure 9. Daily VIX above its 20d SMA. Weekly VIX found support at long term trendlines 
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After two days of “top is eminent” CPCE readings (0.53 and 0.55); signaling total complacency and expected 

continued upside by most traders, the market of course went the other way: down. This is why the CPCE at extreme 

readings is a good contrarian indicator. Now the CPCE is at 0.86. Not extreme yet (that’s above 0.90-0.95), but is 

starts to show a lot more “put protections” are in place”; and a (short term) bottom may be eminent, which fits with 

our preferred count.  

Figure 10. CPCE closer to bottom levels than top, but not yet (too) extreme 
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